
To: Tim Howes 
Regarding 
Kenworthy’s 
Siabella 
 
 
-2 appointments Dyfus missed 1st during snow storm 
2nd was on this  ----  where they said they were at our door knocking and ringing the bell 
And the next day they left a message saying they where there and there is definitively no 
way that was possible because we were home all day waiting for them to arrive my wife 
had taken the day off because she was not feeling well that day and dyfus is trying to 
claim that we missed our cell phone ringing the doorbell and them knocking now we just 
don’t play our music that loud we were playing a new game that I had bought from toys r 
us the night before. 
 
More recently when Sia was in the hospital with a staff infection and we live across the 
street from the hospital when we asked them to come see the house that night when they 
came to the hospital they refused.  Instead they put another hospital hold on our daughter  
when if they were really interested in making sure were compliant and our home is safe 
they would have taken the timeout to walk across the street rather then trying to make us 
look non-compliant in the courts eyes and trying to unnecessarily  drag this process out. 
 
 
For future appointments of dyfus coming to visit our house I would ask the court to set 
the date and dyfus comply to the courts date and no longer try making our family out to 
be non-compliant. 
 
We being my family have recently went through the process of being evicted and we are 
now trying to resettle our families financial situation being as I was recently laid off from 
my job.  The baby was left with the grandparents while Shay and I were trying to find an 
apartment and I was staying with friends.  Any appointments missed that were 
legitimately missed were my fault I was traveling into the city and out of state to try to 
find employment so I was not canceling I was rescheduling.  I had an opportunity to get a 
job and was merely trying to not miss an opportunity to be gainfully employed.   
 
 
As far as any and all appointments missed with my therapist Phil Linfante being as how 
we more being me Lee was unemployed at the time I was under a lot of stress and 
pressure to not let my family down I was not trying to skip out on therapy I was just 
trying to find a job and pay past due bills.  I have recently put my self onto anti-
depressants to help me from feeling overwhelmed.  Being overwhelmed can not be 
misconstrued as bi-polar disorder 1 in 4 Americans currently suffer from some form of 
depression which can range from the loss a family member to a reoccurring memory such 
as the loss of our son or simply a family member with a current health condition 
impeding their progress into the next stage of their life.  One of these conditions to 
consider is misperception when other people want to tell you the problem is with you and 



you have no way to convince them they are merely misinterpretations what you are 
saying and they then begin to put words into your mouth that are not yours.  If there is a 
diagnosis for this I would like to (Know if not It): is something that needs further 
discussion.  The reason I ask this Question is because of my personal up-bringing( my 
mother) not letting go of the fact I’m like my father bottom line Munchausen syndrome. 
Solution is no-longer throwing in someone’s face their missteps and keeping them in 
prism one day at a time is the only solution for people who cannot let go and hold so tight 
as if to truly hunt as if that was ever a part of “the-Game”?”….. Truth is found in every 
moment not in the gamble of sending someone down stream because of misuse of a 
dialect…..or ….. There is no misuse rather misunderstanding stop looking for neglect 
beautify days are each one we share together in the lights of illumination ….  Love is all 
around the hemisphere: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 “Organization: On 3/18/07 we had a meeting setup with then Cingular Wireless to 
discuss the possibility of them having exclusive rights to the voting platform for the 
contest (Redefine The World) The verbal agreement was 1.5 Million dollars.  WE being 
Lee and Shay Kenworthy were told yes we want the idea and the rights for the voting 
platform with money to be going also from the votes back to the (Red Campaign): The 
full extent of our business plan was in fact emailed to multiple companies including: 
Sandbox : who at the time was working with t-mobile and loved the idea but would not 
sign any form of compensation agreement and continued to ask my wife and I to work for 
little to no compensation:  Their contention was that they had funding on the way  and I 
Lee Kenworthy had a discussion with one Veronica Kovachi who was co-founder and co-
creator of sandbox yet apparently not respected as such: The discussion was about 
funding for “Lee and Shay” to come aboard in their company with permanent positions.  
Veronica stated that they wanted my then pregnant wife to leave her then paying job 
earlier for short term.  To develop a human resources platform for Sandbox: The 
compensation veronica and I discussed was on a freelance basis and it was 40,000-
60,000: Veronica stated that would not be a problem at all and she then told me that they 
would like me to set up their cell phone platform:  This conversation occurred before we 
shared with them our idea for:(Redefine The World):being as how I had just come from 
working with Cingular wireless and could help them with connections in that company to 
possibly get their platform on their service.  When I told them I could do that they were 
extremely excited it was at this point that we shared our idea for redefine the world:  We 
then came to realize there was a snag with their funding and they being the “owners” 
“founders” of sandbox  
 



 
 
 
 
 
“Once we did present the Idea to them they loved it and began to claim it was not original 
enough as they tried to pass it off as their own idea and began telling (us) Lee And Shay 
Kenworthy that there was a problem with their funding when we my wife and I began to 
identify the problems they were having within their organization such as a :” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
corporate takeover artist to be named at a latter date who profited off Deaths in the WTC 
tragedy:  They then began to push us out by having our car towed where guns were 
pointed at both me and my wife at the time 7 and half months pregnant were I was forced 
to defend us and tell them to put their weapons down that we had lost our son and this is 
blatant intimidation.  Multiple promises from members of sandbox were then given of we 
will pay for the tow how much is needed? Yet no one actually produced the money and 
the Expedition was towed away.     


